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0. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to obtain quantitative results on the distribution 
of Weil n-numbers in a given CM (“complex multiplication”) field K, this 
is a sequel to [3], and we begin by recalling some relevant results from 
that paper. 
Let ~EN={zEZ; z > O}. By a Wed n-number we mean an algebraic 
integer c1 such that l&I 2 = n for every Q-conjugate cl“ of ~1, while no tl” is 
real. (The latter restriction is made merely to avoid the uninteresting case 
c1= f &). For a given n E N let W(n) = { Weil n-numbers}. As pointed 
out in [3], Weil n-numbers arise quite frequently in applications; for 
example, classical Gauss sums and Jacobi sums (and their various modern 
generalisations), as well as reciprocals of zeros of c-functions of varieties 
over finite fields, are “usually” in W(n) for suitable n. As shown in [3], if 
NE W(n) then Q(E) is a CM field. This observation leads naturally to the 
following “inverse problem.” 
Pl. Let K be a CM field. Describe those n E N such that K= Q(a) for 
some ci = ~1, E W(n). 
In [3] we obtained a relatively satisfactory solution to the special case 
of (Pl) when n is restricted to prime powers; we summarise these results 
as follows. Let, for Jo N, 9(K, j) = {primes p E N, K= Q(a) for some 
tx E W(p’)}. If ja 2, S(K, j) is infinite; if j= 1, .F(K, j) is infinite except 
when K is one of an explicit family of biquadratic CM fields. Given j, 
F(K, j) differs finitely from the set of all primes p whose Frobenius class 
((H/Q!))p) lies in a certain set V, of conjugacy classes in Gal H/Q. Here H 
is the Hilbert class field of K, where @/a is the Galois hull of K/Q (and 
so H/Q is Galois). 
In this paper we consider the general case of (PI ); it is not feasible to 
attempt a “description” of the corresponding n which has the same quality 
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as the quoted results for prime powers. Instead we aim for an asymptotic 
formula for the number of IZ in (Pl) which lie in the interval [ 1, x], as 
X-+00. 
Various new difficulties arise here, and to overcome them we are led to 
introduce some new techniques which, in principle, could be used to solve 
a rather general class of analytic questions about algebraic number fields. 
For the most part, these new techniques represent refinements of the 
author’s “method of Frobenian functions” [IS, 61. 
We now describe the results obtained in this paper. Let K be an arbitrary 
CM field, fixed from now onwards, and let z auto denote complex 
conjugation. If A E C and g E Aut,(@) we denote by A” the image of A 
under 0. We first introduce two sets. Let 
A= (n&J;n=cr’+’ for some integral CI E K} 
A*={n~N;K=Q(a)forsomecr~W(n)}. 
(0.1) 
Clearly A 2 A*, whilst we seek an asymptotic formula for #A* n [ 1, x] as 
x + co. It turns out that the best strategy is to attack #A n [ 1, x] first and 
then to relate it to #A* n [ 1, x]. The asymptotics of #A n [ 1, x] can be 
obtained rather precisely by the methods of [S, 63, which were originaly 
devised in order to solve arithmetical problems associated with the Fourier 
coefficients of modular forms, but have since been found to be applicable 
to various analytic problems in number fields. We first prove 
THEOREM 1. As x-+ co, #A n [ 1, x] is expressible as the sum of 
asymptotic expansions (Xn)nen, where Il is a finite set of complex numbers 
II with Re 7~ < 1 and 
X, = C(z)x(log x)+ ’ P,(log log x) 1 + 1 c(rc, m)(log x))” 
1 
; (0.2) 
msN I 
here P,(t) E c[t], while C(n) and C(TC, m) E @, with C(X) # 0. 
This is, essentially, a qualitative result, and, to obtain useful quantitative 
results, it is important to find the dominant terms in the expansion for 
#An Cl, xl. 
To do this we introduce auxiliary subsets A,, .., A, of N, as follows: we 
Put 
A,=A; 
A,= {nEN;n=~‘fT, CY integral in K, (a)‘# (M)}; 
(0.3 1 
A,=A*; 
A,= {nEN;n=a’+‘, CI integral in K, stab c&k = H}. 
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Here (a) = LX~~ is the principal ideal generated by CL in 0,. the ring of 
integers of K, K/Q is the Galois hull of K/Q, H = Gal K/K, and, if c is a 
fractional ideal of K, stab c = (CJ E G = Gal K//o; cm = c ). Then it is clear 
that A,I>A?zA~zA~. We prove: 
THEOREM 2. (a) The set of primes p in N for which we can solve 
pq=al+‘, with ‘% an integral ideal of E13,, differs by a finite set from the 
set of those p unramified in H(K) (the Hilbert class field of k) whose 
Frobenius classes ((H(Z@lJ)/p) belong to a certain non-empty collection of 
conjugacy classes in Gal H(k)/Q. Suppose that these classes occupy a 
fraction 8 of Gal H(k)/Q (so that the above set of primes has Dirichlet 
density d, by Cebotarev’s density theorem). Then 0 < 8 < 1, while: 
(b) the dominant term in the expansion for #A n [ 1, x] is 
C,(K)x(log x)“-‘, where C,(K) > 0; (0.4) 
(c) there is a constant K = K(K) > 0 (defined in Section 3) such that 
#A,n[l,x]=#A,n[l,x]{l+O(:q~~~)~)}. (0.5) 
In view of the chain A, 2 . . . 2 A, we immediately deduce from (b) and 
(c) that 
(0.6) 
and this yields at least a preliminary answer to our original question. 
Possibly (0.6) could be refined to a result analogous to Theorem 1, but at 
present, it is not clear how this could be done. 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 1 we reduce the proof of 
Theorem 1 to a problem involving Frobenian multiplicative functions with 
values in a finite commutative monoid, allowing us to apply results in 
[S, 63. In Section 2 we construct a simple majorant and minorant for 
#An [ 1, x], and these yield a proof of (0.4). In Section 3, by various 
manipulations of Dirichlet series, and an analysis of their singularities, we 
obtain (0.5). I am indebted to Dr. J. Cremona (Exeter) for useful 
discussions during the preparation of this paper. 
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1. PR~~F OF THEOREM 1 
To avoid possible complications caused by units, we first introduce an 
auxiliary modulus de N; for basic properties of units, ray-class groups, 
class-fields, and functorial properties of Frobenius and Artin symbols it is 
reommended that the reader consult [4]. 
If L is an (algebraic) number field we write U(L) for the group of units 
innO,, the ringofintegersofL. IfjWEL*=L\{O} we writei$Oifi”>O 
for every c E Auto(C) for which L” s R. If f # 0 is an integral ideal of E)L 
and ;leDL, we write 1.~ 1 (mod” f) if 1.-l Ef and 180. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Mz L be number fields. Then there exists a de N, 
divisible by every prime p E N, which ramifies in M, such that every unit 
E E U(L) with E = 1 (mod x d) is expressible as N,+,,L(8) for some 6 E U(M). 
In particular, if M = K is a CM field and L = K n R, then every E E u(K r\ [w) 
with E G 1 (mod x d) is expressible as 6’ +’ for some 6 E U(K) (7 = complex 
conjugation). 
Proof By Dirichlet’s unit theorem, U(M) and U(L) are finitely 
generated abelian groups, with U(M) 2 U(L) 2 NIUIL( U(M)), while 
NMulL( U/M)) has finite index in U(L), since E’ E NM,L( U(M)) for every 
E E U(L), where r = [M : L]. 
By a theorem of H. Bass [ 11, generalising earlier results of F. K. Schmidt 
[7] and C. Chevalley [2], there is an integral ideal f # 0 in 0, such that 
NIUIL( U(M)) contains all E E U(L) with E = 1 (mod x I). This obviously 
remains true if f is enlarged by adjoining extra factors, and so we may take 
f = dDO,, with d of the asserted type. 1 
From now onwards K is a CM field, and a de N is chosen to satisfy 
Lemma 1.1 with K = M and L = K n R; henceforth K and d are kept fixed. 
For any subfield E of R (where g/Q is the Galois hull of K/Q) let H,(E) 
be the ray-class field (mod x d) of E. Then Hd(R) is Galois over Q (with 
group r, say) and contains H,(E). If E = Q we have Hd( E) = Hd(Q) = 
Q(e2”‘jd). Further Hd(& contains the Hilbert classlield H(E) of each 
subfield E of k. 
An (integral) ideal g # 0 of DK is called good if (g, d) = DK, while an 
(integral) ideal b # 0 of DK is bad if every prime ideal p dividing b in DC), 
divides d. Natural numbers are good (resp. bad) if the principal ideals 
which they generate in 0, are good (resp. bad). 
Clearly every (non-zero) integral ideal of 0, is uniquely expressible in 
the form bg (b, bad; g, good) and every n E N is uniquely expressible as bg 
with b, gE N (b, bad; g, good). The only ideal which is both bad and good 
is (1) = O,, and the only n E fW which is both bad and good is 1. 
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If g is a good ideal then it has a well-defined ray-class (mod x d), which 
we denote by [g]. If go N is good we associate with it the following 
quantities: 
S(g)= {ccm-J’+7=~~K) EZR 
(where R = ray-class group (mod * ci) of K) and (1.1) 
0(g) = ordered-pair (S(g), g (mod d)). (1.2) 
The following simple lemma is a key ingredient in the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 6, be the characteristic function of A, = A. Let b E N be 
bad and g,, g E N, be good. Then 
0) ~,(b.d = 0 if S(g,) = 0; 
(ii) if&g) = @go) then 6,(bg) = S,(bg,). 
Prooj If 6,(bg,) = 1 we can solve LX:+’ = bg, for some OZ,,E 0,. By 
writing x,,D, = bgO, with b bad and go good, we have (b)(g,) = 6’ +‘gi+*, 
so that b’+‘=bDKand gA+‘= g,DK. First of all this forces S(g,) # 0 and 
so proves (i). 
To prove (ii) it is enough (by symmetry) to show that 6,(bg,) = 1 implies 
6 ,(bg) = 1 when 0(g) = 0( g,). Since e(g) = 0( go) we have S(g) = S( g,,) # @ 
and so gDK= g’+’ with g good, [g] = [go] for some go with 9;” =g,DK, 
bg, = CI$~, c(;+~ = bg,. Since bg, is principal, so is bg = CYO,, say. Since 
19, = pg with II = ,U E 1 (mod ’ d) we may assume that LY = &pP I. 
Now bgD, = a ’ +‘DK, so that a l+TE=bg, where ~$0 is in U(KnIW). 
But then bg=a~1+r&=&;11fTr~+T~~‘~T=Ebgo3~’tT~-i~~T, so that 
&Y ‘fr=,41frg0E. Since Qg)=B(g,) we havegrg, (mod” d), and so E= 1 
(mod x d). Thus, by Lemma 1.1, E = 6’ + ’ for some 6 E U(K), and 
(4 ‘+r=bg. By taking /3=a6 we have /?l+T=bg, and so 6,(bg)=l, as 
required. 1 
Let (Z/dZ)* be the group of unit of Z/d& and let M be the Cartesian 
product 2R x (h/dZ)*. We make 2R into a finite commutative monoid by 
defining AB = { ab; a E A, b E B} for all A, BE 2R, with the convention that 
A@ = jaB = 0 for all A, B. This induces on M the structure of a finite 
commutative monoid, viz. the direct product of 2R and (Z/dZ)*. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let N,= (ng N; (n, d)= l} be the set of all good natural 
numbers. Then S: Njd + 2R and 0: N, -+ M are multiplicative, while 
S(glg,)2S(gl)S(g,)for al/g,, g2ENd. 
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ProoJ: It clearly suffices to show that S(g, g2) 3 S(g,)S(g,), with 
equality if (gi, g2) = 1. To prove this inclusion we may assume that 
Stg,)f0fStgd. Let C,ES(g,), C,EStgd. Theng,Q,=g:+‘, gAK= 
9:” with giECi (i= 1,2). Thus g,g,D,=(g,g,)‘+‘, while [glgJ = 
C, Cz, as required. 
We now assume that (g,, gz) = 1 and that S(g, g,) = 0. Let 
CES(gl gJ. Then g, g2D0K=g1+r for some g E C. Clarly g must decom- 
pose as g1g2 with 9;” = giDK (i= 1,2). Then C= C,C,ES(g,)S(g,), 
where [gi] = Ci, and we have S(gl)S(gz) = S(g, g2). The multiplicativity 
of 6’ is now immediate. 1 
We now come to the crucial stage in the proof of Theorem 1; we show 
that S and 0 are Frobenian multiplicative, in the sense of [S, 61. We write 
F= Hd(8), r= Gal F/Q (it being clear that F is Galois over Q). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let p, q be primes in N, unramified in F, determining the 
same Frobenius class in r. Then, for every r E N, we have S(p’) = S(q’) and 
et P’) = Q(q’). 
Proof: We may label the prime ideal factors ‘pl, . . . . Cp, of p in 0, and 
Q 1, . . . . D, of q in SIP in such a way that the decomposition group Di of ‘p, 
in I’ equals that of Q, i= 1, . . . . v, (indeed, we may even assume that, for 
all i, Pi and Qi determine the same Frobenius element in r.) If we regard 
the action of r on { Fpi, . . . . ‘p,} as a (transitive) group of permutations on 
{ 1, . . . . v}, this action is identical with that of r on {a,, . . . . a,}. 
Let E be any subfield of g. Then, by standard functorial properties of 
Frobenius symbols, Fpi A E and Qi n E are in the same ray-class (mod x d) 
in E for all i. In particular, by taking E = Q we have p = q (mod d), 
(p, qE N), and pr - q’ (mod d) for all r E N. Thus to prove the lemma it 
suffices to prove that S(p’) E S(q’), the reverse inclusion then following by 
symmetry; clearly we may asume that S(p’) = 0. 
We assert that $lin K= ‘$ijn K if and only if Qn K = Q,aK. For, when 
r~ E r, we have ‘p, n K = ‘py n K if and only if cr E DiA, where A = Gal F/K. 
Since ‘pi and Bi share Dj as their decomposition group in r, and the per- 
mutation actions of f on the ‘$.3’s and D’s are identical, the assertion is 
proved. 
Now let C E S(p’). Then we can find integers ai > 0 such that 
g0:=IJi,,(!J3inK)“’ satisfies [gO]=C and gA”=p’XIK. 
Let g = n, s u (Di n K)“!. Then certainly [g] = [go] = C, since 
[‘pin K] = [Din K] for all i. It therefore suffices to show that 
9 ’ +’ = q’lIK. Let the superscript * denote the extension of fractional ideals 
of 0, to DF, i.e., a* = a13,. Then go* = nj, D Pp’, where b, is the sum of the 
aj over all j< v such that ‘pin K= ‘pin K. Consequently g* = n,,, Q). 
Moreover, as K is stable under z, * commutes with z. Suppose that 
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9:’ = Hi, L, ‘$J;‘l; then, as the permutation actions of 1‘ on the ‘q’s and I’s 
are identical, we must have CJ*’ =JJ,=,. C:f. This implies that 
(g’+r)*=(g*)‘+i=n,.,,afl+~f, while p’8,~=(~,*)‘+‘=n,.,.~~+‘l. 
Thus b, + c, = Y for 1 < ib L’, so that q’DF= (gltT)*. Since * is injective, we 
have gl+r= q’DK, and the lemma is proved. 1 
We are now almost ready to prove Theorem 1. Let b E lV be bad, and let 
g E N, be good. Then, by Lemma 1.2, either there is a non-subset T(b) of 
A4 such that 6,(bg) = 1 if and only if 0(g) E T(b) or else 6,(bg) = 0 for all 
good g {in which case we define T(b) = Q7 }. 
Let s E @, Re s > 1. We now have the following identity between Dirichlet 
series, 
1 d,(n)n-‘= 1 1 b-“g-“6,(bg) 
ncrm KEN,, hsE 
(1.3) 
T(hl= T H(R)E T
where B is the set of bad natural numbers. 
Now, for each TG M, the Dirichlet series BT($) = Ens)= T b-” converges 
absolutely for Re s > 0 (by comparison with ChG B b m-3 = &, ( 1 -p -“) ~ ’ ), 
and so is analytic for Re s > 0. It vanishes identically if and only if there is 
no b E B with T(b) = T; otherwise it is real and positive when s is. On the 
other hand, &g,E T g-” decomposes as zPct T (&g,=P g-“) for Re s > 1, 
while Ce(gj=p g-” is easily analysed by means of the theory of Frobenian 
multiplicative functions. In general it has a sum of singularities of the type 
P(log( l/(s - 1))) exp(l log( l/(s - 1))) at s = 1, where P is a polynomial and 
A E @, Re A < 1. If the @-plane is cut along the real semi-axis s d 1, 
&gJ=r g-” can be continued into part of the (cut) region Re s < 1, while 
its growth (for increasing Im s) is well controlled [S, 61. The B,(s) which 
are not identically zero do not contribute to the relevant singularities of 
c nE N 6,(n)n-” and only influence the coefficients in expansions (0.2). With 
trivial modifications the proof of Theorem 1 can now be completed exactly 
in accordance with the procedures in [S, 61. 
2. THE MAJORANT AND MINORANT FUNCTIONS 
Our aim in this section is to prove (0.4). We do this by constructing a 
majorant F(n) and a minorant f(n) for 6,(n), such that Obf(n) d 
a,(n)<F(n)<l, and then proving that CnGlf(n) and CnGl;F(n) are 
asymptotic to positive constants times x(log x)‘-‘; (0.4) then follows 
immediately from Theorem 1. We construct F(n) first. 
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Let n E N. We write F(n) = 1 if the equation 
tl’+‘=?ZD~ (2.1) 
can be solved for some integral ideal a of D,; otherwise we put F(n) = 0. 
Then clearly 0 <6,(n) <F(n) < 1 for all n. We obtain a full asymptotic 
expansion 
.;., F(n) = E(K)x(log x)“- ’ 1 + c e(m, K)(log x))” 
i 
) (2.2) 
meN 1 
where E(K) > 0, by relatively straightforward methods. 
First, it is easily checked that F(n) is multiplicative. Hence, for Re s > 1, 
the Dirichlet series C, E N F(n)n-” is expressible as an Euler product 
*. (2.3) 
Now, if p [ d, we have F(pk) = 1 if and only if s(pk) # @ (S as in 
Section 1). By taking logarithms in (2.3), we easily see that Cntrm F(n)n-” 
has the form 
where J(s) is analytic and bounded for Re s b i + E (E > 0 arbitrary) and 
J(s) > 0 if s > 4 + E. This is enough to prove (2.2), as a special case of a 
result in [S, 63; the exponent 8 is the Dirichlet density of the set of p for 
which S(p) # 0. In fact 8 > 0, since infinitely many p [ d split completely in 
k (and such p have S(p) # @). Further 8 < 1 since infinitely many prime 
ideals ‘$3 f Dk have V’ = ‘$3; for such ‘p not dividing d we have S(p) = @, 
wherepEN andpH=qnZ. 
We must now construct the minorant f(n) for 6,(n), and this is rather 
more subtle. We choose some 1 E N divisible both by d(d) (Euler’s function) 
and by the exponent of R (the ray-class group (mod x d) of K). Let C, be 
the set of all conjugacy classes in r= Gal Hd(@/Q corresponding to 
Frobenius classes of primes p in N with S(p) # 121; if p has Frobenius class 
C we write p ++ C. For each CE C, let 
G(C,s)=l-’ 2 n (1 -tip-“) (Res> l), (2.5) 
<‘=I p-c 
and let 
G(s)= n WC, s) (Res> 1). (2.6) 
CCClj 
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Then G(s) = C, t ,, n -‘, where n c N is the set of all n which are square- 
free, composed only of primes p with S(p) = 0, and such that, for each 
C E C,, the number of p ++ C with p / n is a multiple of 1. We assert that 
6,(n) = 1 for all n E A, so that n c A, ; in particular iffis the characteristic 
function of /1, we have O<f(n) 6 6,(n) d 1 for all HE N. Indeed, by our 
choice of 1, [( 1 )] E S(p)’ whenever S(p) # 0, and if k E IN and p, , . . . . pk 
are distinct primes with p, ++ CE C, (C fixed, 1 < i < k), we have 
S(p,...p,)=n$=, S(p,)=s(~,)~, which contains [(l)]. Hence, for n~/i, 
n is good and [( 1 )] E S(n). Moreover, by construction, n E 1 (mod X d), 
while we can solve al+‘DK=nDK with LX= 1 (mod” d). By Lemma 1.1, we 
can solve /I’+‘= n, /I ED,, and so 6,(n) = 1. 
Thus it suffices to obtain a suitable asymptotic expansion for n n [l, x]. 
But, by (2.5) and (2.6), it is clear that G(s) has (at s= 1) a dominant 
singularity of precisely the same type as (2.4), and we obtain (by [S, 61) 
A n [ 1, x] - E*(K) x(log x)” ‘, 
This completes the proof of (0.4). 
with E*(K) > 0. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
As before, let @/a be the Galois hull of K/Q. We put G = Gal @Q and 
H= Gal k/K. If a is a fractional ideal of 0, we denote by d the extended 
fractional ideal aDk, while if c is a fractional ideal of DR we denote by 
stab c the subgroup { cr E G; c” = c 1 of G. From Section 0 we recall the two 
auxiliary sets 
and 
A, = {n E N; n = a’ +*, CI E D,, stab(&) = H}, 
where (02) means c&k. 
We prove (OS), recalling the convention that A, = A, A, = A*; by the 
remarks of Section 0, Theorem 2 is then an immediate corollary, since we 
have already proved clauses (a) and (b) of Theorem 2, in Section 2. We 
begin with two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p be a prime in N which splits completely in H(R), the 
Hilbert class-field of g, and let r E N. Suppose that a is an integral ideal of 
XI, such that a’+’ = r p DK. Then a is principal, while a = aDK with 
al+r- r 
-P. 
Proof. Since p splits completely in H(R), it splits completely into 
principal prime ideals in g, and we may write pOf = naGG ‘Ip”, where the 
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prime ideal ‘$ = z0~ for some rz # 0 in ok. Any generator rr of ‘p suffices 
in what follows. Since R has no real embeddings we have 
O<Nk,&)= n z*=NV=p, 
OEG 
where N denotes absolute norm. 
Now t 4 H since K B R. We decompose G into a disjoint union 
l,ji,,a,(H,r) ofcosetsof (H,s)=H~eHandputn~=n,~,&‘.Then 
X~E K, pi=rr,D, is a prime ideal in DK, and pDK=ni,, (pip:) is the 
factorisation of p0, into distinct prime ideals in DK. 
Now let a ‘+‘=p’DK in D,, where TE N. Then a = n;,, pF(pi)b’, where 
ai, bi 3 0, a,, bi E Z and a, + b; = Y for 1 < i < 1. Thus a is certainly principal, 
and a=aDK, where o!=IJiG,+r’pl. Clearly lyl+‘=pr. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) I’f6,(m)=6,(n)= 1 then 6,(mn)= 1. 
(ii) Let n, r, SE N, p’ l(n, q’(( n, where p, q E N are distinct primes 
splitting completely in H(k). Suppose that 6,(n)= 1. Then G,(np-‘q-“)= 1 
and 6,(n) = 1. 
ProoJ: (i) is trivial. To prove (ii) we write n = prq% where p, q If, f~ N. 
Since d,(n)=l, we have ,=a*+‘, where OZCCED,, and cDK=apaya,,, 
where aj (j=p, q, f) involves only prime ideals dividing j. Moreover, 
ai+J=p’C),, a:+r=q”DK and af ’ + ’ =fOK. Since p, q split completely in 
H(K), aP and aq are principal (by Lemma 3.1), and hence so is a.f. 
Moreover, we have aP=aPDK, ay=ayDK, where a;” =pr and a)I+7 = q’. 
It follows that a =a,,a,,/3, where /?DK= a.,. and n=p’q”f= al+‘= 
alira:+rgl+*=prqSB’+r, so thatf=p’+’ and S,(f)= 1, as required. 
P 
To prove that 6,(n) = 1 we “adjust” the choice of the numbers a,, a, 
occurring above. 
First we assume that K = R is an exceptional biquadratic CM field, in 
the sense of [3]. Then GEC’~XC~, while H=(l); further K=K,Kz, 
where K, #K, are quadrl tic CM fields (i.e., imaginary quadratic fields). 
We may assume that Gal K/K, = (6) and Gal K/K, = (OS), where 
G = (a, r). Then, by the proof of Theorem 2 of [S], we have K, < Q(y,) 
with Y~E W*(p’), stab(y,DK) = (a), and K, = Q(y,) with yy E W*(q”) and 
stab(YyDK) = (or). Thus stab(y,y,O,) = (1) = H. If we choose fl E DK as 
above (with a If’ =f) then we have J. := ypyyfi~D,, jl’+‘=n, and 
stab AD, = stab @, n stab yPyYOK, c_ H= (1). Hence stab AD,= H= 
(1) and ilfr= n, so that 6,(n) = 1. 
Now assume that K is not an exceptional biquadratic CM field. Then, by 
the proof of Theorem 2 of [3], we can solve K=Q(y,) with y,,~ W*(p’) 
and stab(j,,) = H = Gal g/K. We take p, ay as in the proof that 6, (f) = 1 
and let A = flayyp. Then I’ +r = n and stab(l) = H. Hence 6,(n) = 1, as 
required. 1 
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To obtain (0.5) we must consider in more detail the genesis of expan- 
sions (0.2) of Theorem 1. They arise in the following way [S, 61. For each 
p E M (of Section 1) we introduce a complex variable zI, and then, for each 
Frobenius class C in r = Gal Hd( k)/Q, we construct an Euler product 
E(s,z;C)= n l+ c ZP c p+, 
p-C i 1’ E M ksN 1 
H(pkl=P 
(3.1) 
where Re s > 1. We then form the product E(s, z) of the E(s, z; C) over all 
classes C in f and evaluate its Hadamard convolution at z = 1 = (1, . . . . 1) 
with the multiple power series 
summed over all vectors n = (n(E.)),, M of non-negative integers n(A) with 
ni.t M An(‘) = ,K This produces CBtnl=@ n -‘. By Theorem 1 and (0.5), the 
resulting singularity at s = 1 of x.,, N 6,(n)n-” has as its (unique) domi- 
nant term a quantity congruent (modulo an analytic factor not vanishing 
at s = 1) to E(s, l), or, equivalently, to (s - 1) -‘. (“Equivalence” here 
means modulo factors non-zero and analytic at s = 1.) 
We now consider this dominant term, in light of Lemma 3.2. The latter 
shows that if 6,(n) = 1 and n has at least two distinct prime factors which 
split completely in H(R), then 6,(n) = 1. This suggests the following device. 
Let C, be the set of conjugacy classes in f corresponding to primes which 
split completely in H(g). If, for the CE C,, we replace in E(s, z) the factor 
n CE c, E(s, z; C) by 
E,(s, z)= l+ c c c 1 z&k" 
CEC, p E M kc N P-C 
fJ(pkl=ii 
(3.3)) 
and denote the corresponding replacement for E(s, z) by E,(s, z) then, 
provided that the latter replacement is made at each of the arguments 
in [S, 61 yielding (0.2), we obtain thereby an overestimate for 
Cn<.r M+W)). I-I owever, the relevant E,(s, z) have, in every case, a 
dominant singularity at s = 1 genuinely “weaker” than that of E(s, l), for 
the latter has a dominant singularity (at s = 1) equivalent to (s- l))‘, 
while the dominant singularity (at s = 1) of each relevant E,(s, z) is no 
stronger than that of E,(s, l), which is equivalent (at worst) to 
(log(l/(s- l)))(s- l))3+K, where K > 0 is the fraction of r occupied by the 
Frobenius classes of those p which split completely in H(R). This observa- 
tion quickly yields the proof of (0.5), and so completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A. We can modify the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 to incorporate 
various standard “multiplicative” constraints on n. For example, we might 
wish to enumerate the n in A,n [ 1, X] (1 d i < 4) with n coprime to any 
preassigned k E N, and/or n square-free, a sum of two squares, etc. The 
modifications required are relatively trivial and can be left to the reader. 
B. It is of some interest to evaluate a = ~3~ occurring in Theorem 2. 
With the earlier notation retained, it is a mater of determining which 
primes p in N, unramitied in k, satisfy ~0, = a’ + ’ for some integral a in 
a,, and this property clearly depends only on the Frobenius class of p in 
G = Gal &-/a. (As remarked in Section 2, when pjd, the condition is equiv- 
alent to S(p) # 0.) Now if pld we have S(p) = @ if and only if p = p’ for 
some prime ideal p in DK lying over p. Let ‘$I be any prime ideal factor of 
p in DR. Then S(p) = a if and only if, for some e E G, we have 
p = $IP’ n K = pT = p”’ n K. This happens if and only if ‘p” and ‘JY” are con- 
jugate over K, i.e., if and only if ‘$3” = QorV for some (T E G, q E H = Gal k/K. 
Thus S(p) # @ if and only if TD n (T -‘Ha = lz, for all CJ E G, where D is the 
decomposition group of $J. For any given G, H, it is a simple matter to 
decide which (cyclic) subgroups D of G satisfy this criterion, and from this 
it is easy to evaluate ~3~ using Cebotarev’s density theorem. However, it is 
not obvious how to express aK (for general K) in an explicit closed form. 
A neat characterisation is as follows: for pjd, S(p) # @ if and only if there 
is a type X in G such that DXH = X. (Here, as in [ 33, a type X is a subset 
of G such that Xn rX= 0 and Xu TX= G.) Unfortunately this 
characterisation is not well adapted for calculations. 
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